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Indicator framework mandate�

Agenda 2030 (A/Res/70/1):

The Goals and targets will be followed up and reviewed using a set of global 

indicators. The global indicator framework, to be developed by the Inter-

Agency and Expert Group on Sustainable Development Goal Indicators, 

will be agreed by the Statistical Commission …

These will be complemented by indicators at the regional and national 

levels which will be developed by Member States …

Addressing data needs for the 2030 Agenda�
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Federated Information System for the SDGs

Purpose

The research and learning exercise seeks to�

• Strengthen the ability of National Statistical Systems and all SDG 
stakeholders to share data, knowledge, and best practices on data 
for the 2030 Agenda

• Provide a modern platform for collaboration among data producers 
and users that facilitates data interoperability (within and outside 
NSS and GSS boundaries)

• Enable the overlaying of multiple national and global data sets 
(understand data flows, address inconsistencies)

• Engage communities of interest around SDG policy initiatives
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Initially the research and learning exercise aims to accomplish�

• Deploy a limited number of National SDG Data Hubs that are 
“country owned and country led”

• Deploy a Global UN SDG Data Hub for the SDG indicator framework

• Explore data integration and interoperability from a wide range of 
sources through the National SDG Data Hubs 

• Explore the relationships between national and global data 
(understand and resolve differences)

Initial focus of the research and learning exercise�

• Demonstrate the ability to develop a scalable solution applicable to 
all countries that wish to participate

• Pilot a service-oriented, interoperable and standard-driven “system-
of-systems” approach to bring together national/subnational data 
sets and link them to the global SDGs
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How is the research exercise being implemented?

• Each participating country determines what SDG indicators are 
used for this exercise

• The initial subset of indicators are relevant to the national priorities, 
easily available to be used in the initial phase of the research and 
will include global SDG indicators 

• The system will explore new pathways for facilitating data flows and 
action around that data (Hubs) and among key SDG stakeholders

Why undertake this research and learning exercise?

• The scope of the 2030 Agenda requires high-quality and disaggregated data 
that are timely, open, accessible, understandable and easy to use for a large 
range of users, including for decision making at all levels

• There is a need for a reporting system on the SDGs that would work from the 
subnational level to the national and allow also for global reporting that builds 
directly on the data shared by countries

• Important to create an opportunity for countries to directly contribute to the 
global reporting. While the challenges are immense, the digital technology that 
is available today allows the necessary transformation

• Strengthen countries’ national geospatial and statistical data systems to further 
enable a service-oriented architecture that leverages an accessible and 
interoperable system
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The research and learning exercise starting principles�

• UNSD and each participating country will establish internal teams 

• Key stakeholders will share basic data and statistics on a selected number of 

indicators through the SDG Data Hubs

• Each country has ownership of the data shared through the SDG Data Hubs, 

and full control on the level of access granted to internal and external 

stakeholders and partners 

• Each country will define access controls and roles, including credentials for 

sharing and accessing datasets and other resources through the SDG Data 

Hubs

• Sharing from portals and Hubs will make the production, analysis and use of 

data for sustainable development more efficient

Participants in the research and learning exercise�

UNSD, Esri, Ireland, Mexico, the Philippines, Qatar, Senegal, and South Africa. 
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Federated Information System for the SDGs

What are Data Hubs?

. . . New Cloud Offering Including Citizen User Roles

Data Hubs A New Cloud-Based Information System for Community Engagement

Connecting Organizations, Governments & Citizens

• Open Data and Standards

• Scalability

• Governance (Access Control)

• Semantic Interoperability (Rich Metadata)

• Status Reporting and Dashboards

• Data-Driven Analysis (Policy Initiatives)

• Collection of Citizen-Generated Data 
(Crowdsourcing)

Providing / Supporting 

NSOs &

Other Data

Providers

General

Public
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Agencies

NGOs

and other 

orgs.
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Federated Information System for the SDGs

What are the SDG Data Hubs?

Positioning geospatial information to address global challenges

Present and agreed data flows in global SDG reporting

Only statistical aggregations

No geospatial inputs

No country implementations
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The federated information system for the SDGs�

• Incorporates shared experiences (through narratives), identifies and disseminates 
methodologies for SDG indicators, disaggregation, and dissemination as a core 
knowledge exchange product

• Allow actors to convene communities through technologies and foster an engaging 
environment around the SDGs that utilize crowdsourcing capabilities, dynamic and 
engaging visualizations, and shared analytics

• Will strengthen internal data management and analytic capacity, harness and 
promote stakeholder interactions around the SDGs; and in an open standard, open 
access environment

• Brings “geo-statistical intelligence” to SDG activities across multiple organizations, 
Member States and individuals. Accomplished through a scalable geographic 
analysis and mapping system that can be utilized anywhere at anytime via the cloud 
(or hybrid on-site/cloud constellations)
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Federated Information System for the SDGs

Achieving Sustainable Development

Discussion!


